
Work With Your Dream Soulmate Clients 

WITHOUT Sabotaging or Crippling 

your Pricing Ever Again 

The 
“Stop Undercharging 
& Overdelivering!" 

Checklist 



Hi, I'm Una Doyle, a Business 
Strategist & Mindset Coach for Creatives 
and I help Creative Services Providers such 
as Designers, Animators and Content 
Marketers to confidently and profitably 
stand out in today's crowded marketplace to 
attract high-level, ‘ready to invest’ prospects 
and turn them into 4 & 5-figure clients. 
 
I do this through my “Client Attraction & 
Conversion Engine” delivered through my 
“Creative Success Code” coaching 
programme and private VIP Days, so you can 
raise your prices and do creative work you’re 
proud of with your dream soulmate clients - 
without pushback, selling your soul or 
adding extra workload. 
 
The steps in this Checklist cover both the 
'outer work' of strategy and the 'inner work'  

of mindset. And this 'both sides of the coin' 
mix has been responsible for creatives 
doubling and even tripling their prices, 
which means they can relax about money 
and enjoy working with clients who value 
and appreciate them and their work. 
 
Without it you will continue to feel the 
sting of ‘How much?!?” rejection and the 
heat of frustration when clients hammer 
you down on your price and demand the 
earth while paying peanuts. 
 
With it you will approach your pricing from 
a totally different perspective, with focus 
and in ways that feel courageous, 
congruent and increase your self-worth as 
well as your revenues.  
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Introducing my favourite approach to help you 
to move towards your courageous pricing step- 
by-step!  
 
A checklist eliminates overwhelm and can help 
to tame any ideas running wild and causing you 
to spin your wheels... ;-) 
 
Most importantly, a checklist eliminates any 
missed steps that you may not be aware of, have 
forgotten or simply missed. 
 
These steps are the best strategies I’ve 
discovered to ensure pricing success and getting 
clients in ways that feel good and allow you to 
be YOU - without any icky salesy crap! 
 
Which of the following can you say YES to? 
 

COURAGEOUS CREATIVES CHECKLIST TO FINALLY RAISE YOUR PRICES!



When you specialise in one area or theme this means 
you really understand your clients problems and how 
best to solve them. You serve your clients better and 
they're more confident in choosing you to help. 

This is the Ignition 
Personality Profiling Tool 
that helps my clients to 
identify their natural 
strengths and weakness 
and best business 
growth strategies. 
 
We also use this to help 
focus on the people you 
can add most value to 
and formulate your 
offerings.

I AM FOCUSED ON MY IDEAL CLIENT & NICHE

1

2

3

I HAVE A COMPELLING OFFER

I USE VALUE-BASED PRICING
Instead of pricing by time, when you have a compelling 
offer you can charge according to what the solution is 
worth to the client. You'll get less price resistance and 
not lose out on clients who think you're too cheap (and 
yes this happens more than you know!).  

This is a package or programme that is 100% focused 
on solving their biggest problem in the ways that you 
best deliver, so that you have something different that 
stands out in the marketplace and is irresistible to your 
dream soulmate clients.



This is simply the series of steps that a 
prospective client takes from when they first 
express interest to when they become a client. Do 
this right and you'll put off 'not a good fit' people, 
make money as part of this process and increase 
your conversion rate at higher prices.  

Using your best lead generation strategies, based 
on your natural strengths (like from Ignition), you'll 
do them consistently - because you enjoy them! 

Use the beliefs of your 
ideal soulmate client & 
compelling offer in your 
Lead Generation for a 
steady stream of people 
who you'd love to work 
with and who want to 
work with you. 

I HAVE A SALES STRUCTURE THAT SELLS

4

5

I ATTRACT ENOUGH OF MY IDEAL LEADS

Ready to implement this 
checklist and command 
higher prices? Join me for 
a "Ramp Up Your Revenues" 
call CLICK HERE!  

6

MY MINDSET SUPPORTS HIGHER PRICING
How many of the thoughts & mindsets on the next 
page can you hand on heart say you resonate with 
on a daily basis?  

https://www.creativeflow.tv/checklist-typ-rr/


"I am good enough"

"I 
have a great 

relatio
nship w

ith
 m

oney"

"What others think is 

none of my 

business"

   "I don't take things 

personally"

"I d
o deserve"

"I embrace 

success"

"I say no with zero guilt"

EXAMPLE MINDSETS  FOR HIGHER PRICING

"I value my time"

"I 
have  

health
y 

boundarie
s"

"I feel good about 

increasing my prices"



Now that you have this checklist you 
might be overwhelmed, or not know 
where to start... 
 
You are in possession of a tool that will 
help you to successfully and confidently 
raise your prices when implemented 
correctly. 
 
But unless you understand how to 
structure your offers and prices 
correctly and personalise the process to 
attract and convert your ideal clients, it’ll 
only remain an under-utilised tool that 
sits on your computer somewhere. 
 
It is like having the keys to your dream 
car and not knowing how to drive it... 
 

So if you’d like to use this checklist 
to its fullest potential, I want to show 
you how through an in-depth one-on- 
one call where I’ll share with you 
exactly how myself and my clients have 
doubled and tripled our prices. 
 
In this session we’ll even create your 
custom blueprint to "Ramp Up Your  
Revenues" and you’ll get this blueprint 
and an action plan to implement it in 
your business immediately. 

CLICK HERE TO 
BOOK NOW!
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